
2021 50/70 Division Rules Summary Guide 

Coaches and Assistant Coaches of Millstone Roosevelt Little League’s (“MRLL”) 

Intermediate, or “50/70,” Division must familiarize themselves with the Little League 

rules as provided in the 2021 Little League Baseball Official Regulations, Playing Rules, 

and Operating Policies (“2021 Rulebook”).  This document provides a summary of more 

frequently referenced rules and procedures. For further information on these and other 

Little League rules, please refer to the 2021 Rulebook, a copy of which has been 

provided to each Coach.   

1. Player Pool 

The Player Pool is a list of players who will make themselves available as a substitute 

player in situations where a team does not have enough players for a game.  As games 

generally do not get moved to accommodate lack of players, it is important that 

Coaches utilize the Player Pool.  MRLL’s Player Agent is responsible for maintaining the 

Player Pool; however, it is the Coaches responsibility for notifying the Player Agent of 

the need for a substitute. Coaches should not contact potential players from the pool 

directly to confirm availability without having first contacting the Player Agent and 

confirming the then eligible player. 

Coaches must contact the Player Agent, or in the alternative the 50/70 Division 

Commissioner, as soon as they are aware that their team may be short a player(s).  

Contact information is as follows: 

Player Agent George Roth george.w.roth@gmail.com 908-839-8541 

Minors Division 

Commissioner 

Greg Rosta gregoryrosta@gmail.com 732-236-5212 

 

Players are assigned on a rotating basis based on availability.  Coach requests for 

specific players will not be accommodated, generally.   

2. Battery Rules 

Due to the risk of injury to our players, it is critical that Coaches strictly follow the 

Pitching Rules.     

2.1 Pitching Limits and Rest 

• Total Pitch Count per Player per Game Limits:  

 

o 11-12 yr olds: 85 pitches 

o 13 yr olds: 95 pitches 
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The Coach for each team during a game is separately responsible for keeping pitch 

counts for all pitchers on both teams and should confer after every ½ inning to make 

sure the total is correct. 

• Rest Requirements 

 

Pitches in a 

game 

Number of required 

calendar days rest 

1-20 0 (available next game) 

21-35 1  

36-50 2 

51-65 3 

66+ 4 

 

If a pitcher reaches the limits listed above during an at bat, they may continue pitching 

to that batter until he is out, reaches base, or the third out is made while the batter is 

batting.  The additional pitches above the limits will not count against the pitcher for 

either the day of rest or age limit, unless he pitches to the subsequent batter. 

2.2 Catching and Pitching in Same Game 

Any player who plays the Catcher position for any part of four innings (e.g. catches 

innings 1-3, and starts 4 as catcher), may not pitch during that game.  In other words, a 

player who plays the Catcher position for three complete innings or less may pitch in the 

same game.   

Any pitcher who pitches 41 or more pitches may not catch during that game. However, 

similar to the Pitching rule above, if a pitcher reaches the 40-pitch limit during an at bat, 

they may continue pitching to that batter without those additional pitches counted 

towards the pitcher-to-catcher rule.   

3. Batting and Base Running Rules 

3.1 Limitations on Base Stealing and Overthrows; Passed-Balls 

Advancement   

• Stealing: There is no limit on the amount of stealing. 

• Overthrows on Batted Balls: Unlimited until stoppage of play. 

• Passed-Ball Advancements: Unlimited until stoppage of play. 



3.2 General Rules 

Tagging up is allowed.   

The Batter may attempt to reach first base where the Catcher drops the third pitched 

strike, and where there is no Runner occupying 1st base. 

All Runners must slide or avoid contact at a base or home plate.  A Runner is out if 

umpire rules malicious contact is made.  Intentional contact, which is determined at the 

discretion of the Umpire, during a steal results in ejection. 

Taunting by base runners in a manner that delays the play or is not in the spirit of the 

game is not allowed.  First offense is a warning, second offense may result in base 

runner being called out. 

4. Game Play  

4.1 General Rules 

All players must hit. If a team has less than nine batters, an out will be charged when 

the 9th spot in the order comes to bat.  

All players must play four defensive innings if there are six complete innings.  No player 

may sit two times before every player sits once. Players may not sit in back to back 

innings.     

Infield fly rule may be called at the discretion of the Umpire.  There must be runners on 

first and second base, or the bases must be loaded (runners on first, second, and third). 

There must be no outs or one out in the inning. 

Batter must keep one foot in the batter’s box during his at bat. One warning will be given 

to a batter.  A strike will be called on subsequent incidents during the at-bat. 

The only Player who is allowed to have a bat in their hand at any time during game play 

is the Batter.  There is no concept of ‘on deck,’ and Players who are waiting to bat may 

not hold their bat. 

Players may not wear jewelry of any kind, unless required for medical purposes.  

4.2 Game Duration and Run Limitations 

Games are seven innings, subject to time limits described herein.  There can be no new 

inning started after two hours of game play have passed. Once the new inning is 

started, it will be played to its completion. Umpires must keep time.    

Games stop after five innings if home team is behind by more than ten runs, or after 

three and a half innings, if away team is behind by fifteen or more runs.  

There are no limits on runs during an inning. 


